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Abstract

We propose an opponent modeling approach for No-
Limit Texas Hold’em poker that starts from a (learned)
prior, i.e., general expectations about opponent behav-
ior and learns a relational regression tree-function that
adapts these priors to specific opponents. An important
asset is that this approach can learn from incomplete in-
formation (i.e. without knowing all players’ hands in
training games).

Introduction
For many board and card games, computers have at least matched
humans in playing skill. An exception is the game of poker, of-
fering new research challenges. The complexity of the game is
threefold, namely poker is (1) an imperfect information game, with
(2) stochastic outcomes in (3) an adversarial multi-agent environ-
ment. One promising approach used for AI poker players applies
an adaptive imperfect information game-tree search algorithm to
decide which actions to take based on expected value (EV) esti-
mates (Billingset al. 2006). This technique (and related simulation
algorithms) require two estimations of opponent information to ac-
curately compute the EV, namely a prediction of the opponent’s
outcome of the game and prediction of opponent actions. Therefore
learning an opponent model is imperative and this model should in-
clude the possibility of using relational features for the game-state
and -history.

In this paper we consider a relational Bayesian approach that
uses a general prior (for outcomes and actions) and learns a rela-
tional regression tree to adapt that prior to individual players. Using
a prior will both allow us to make reasonable predictions from the
start and adapt to individual opponents more quickly as long as the
choice of prior is reasonable.

Learning an Opponent Model
We learn an opponent model for players in the game of No-Limit
Texas Hold’em poker. To make the model useful for an AI player,
we must be able to learn this model from a limited amount of expe-
rience and (if possible) adapt the model quickly to changes in the
opponent’s strategy. An added, and important, difficulty in poker
is that we must be able to learn this model given a large amount of
hidden information. We propose to start the opponent model with
a prior distribution over possible action choices and outcomes. We
will allow the model to adapt to different opponents by correcting
that prior according to observed experience.
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Consider a playerp performing thei-th actionai in a game.
The player will take into account his hand cards, the boardBi at
time point i and the game historyHi at time pointi. The board
Bi specifies both the identity of each card on the table (i.e., the
community cardsthat apply to all players) and when they appeared,
andHi is the betting history of all players in the game. The player
can fold, call or bet. For simplicity, we considercheckand call
to be in the same class, as well asbet and raise and we don not
consider the difference between small and large calls or bets at this
point.1

We limit the possible outcomes of a gamerp for a playerp to:
1) p folds before the end of the game (rp = lose), 2) p wins
without showing his cards (rp = win) and 3)p shows his cards
(rp = cards(X,Y )). This set of outcome values also allows us
to learn from examples where we did not see the opponent’s cards,
registering these cases aswin or lose, without requiring the identi-
ties of the cards held by the player. The learning task now is to pre-
dict the outcome for an opponentP (rp|Bi, Hi) and the opponent
action (given a guess about his hand cards)P (ai|Bi, Hi−1, rp)

Learning the Corrective Function
We propose a two-step learning approach. First, we learn func-
tions predicting outcomes and actions for poker players in general.
These functions are then used as a prior, and we learn a corrective
function to model the behavior and statistics of a particular player.
The key motivations for this are first that learning the difference be-
tween two distributions is an elegant way to learn a multi-class clas-
sifier (e.g. predicting distributions over 2+(52*53/2) possible out-
comes) by generalizing over many one-against-all learning tasks,
and second that even with only a few training examples from a par-
ticular player already accurate predictions are possible.

In the following description, the term example references a tuple
(i, p, ai, rp, Hi−1, Bi) of the actionai performed at stepi by a
playerp, together with the outcomerp of the game, the boardBi

and the betting historyHi−1.
Consider the mixtureDp+∗ of two distributions: the distribution

D∗ of arbitrarily drawn examples from all players and the distribu-
tion Dp of arbitrarily drawn examples from a particular playerp.
Then, consider the learning problem of, given a randomly drawn
examplex from Dp+∗, predicting whetherx originated fromD∗

or from Dp. For a given learning setting (either predicting ac-
tions from outcomes or predicting outcomes from actions), it is
easy to generate examples fromD∗ andDp, labeling them with
∗ or p, and learning the functionP (Dp|x), giving for each ex-
amplex the probability the example is labeled withp. We do so

1We will consider the difference between small and large calls
or bets as features in the learned corrective function.
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by using the relational probability tree learner TIL DE (Blockeel &
De Raedt 1998). From this learned ’differentiating’ model, we can
compute the probabilityP (x|Dp), for every examplex by using
Bayes’ rule:

P (x|Dr) = P (Dr|x) · P (x)/P (Dr) (1)

Since we have chosen to generate as many examples forD∗ as for
Dp in the mixture,

P (Dp) = P (D∗) = 1/2 (2)

P (x) = P (D∗)P (x|D∗) + P (Dp)P (x|Dp) (3)

and substituting (2) and (3) into (1) gives:

P (x|Dp) =
(

P (Dp|x) ·
(

1

2
P (x|Dp) +

1

2
P (x|D∗)

))

/
1

2

= P (Dp|x)P (x|Dp) + P (Dp|x)P (x|D∗).

From this, we easily get:

P (x|Dp) =
P (x|D∗) · P (Dp|x)

1 − P (Dp|x)
(4)

Here,P (x|D∗) is the learned prior andP (Dp|x) is the learned
differentiating function.

Having now explained how to learn a player-specific prediction
function given a prior, the question remains as how to learn the
prior. We learn the prior by (again) learning a differentiating func-
tion between a uniform distribution and the distribution formed by
all examples collected from all players. Even though the uniform
distribution is not accurate, this is not really a problem as sufficient
training examples are available.

Experiments and Results
We observed cash games (max 9 players per game) played in an
online poker room and extracted examples for players who played
more than 2300 games. We randomly selected 20% of the games
for the test set, while the remaining games were used to learn an
opponent model. We learned one decision tree for all examlpes
in the preflop phase and another for all remaning examples from
the other phases, i.e, thepostflopphases. The language bias used
by TILDE (i.e., all possible tests for learning the decision tree) in-
cludes tests to describe the game historyHi at time i (e.g. game
phase, number of remaining players, pot odds, previously executed
actions etc.), board historyBi at timei, as well as tests that check
for certain types of opponents that are still active in the game. For
example, we may find tests such as ”there is an opponent still to act
in this round who is aggressive after the flop, and this player raised
earlier in this game”.

To evaluate our learning strategy, we report the log-likelihoods
of the learned distributions and compare them with reasonable pri-
ors. A model with a higher likelihood directly allows an algorithm
to sample and estimate the actions and outcome more accurately.

Figure 1 and 2 plot log-likelihoods averaged over 8 players for
different training set sizes. The priors are clearly better than un-
informed priors (i.e. not using learning). After having observed
200 games, in general the likelihood improves with the size of the
training set.

Conclusions
We presented a Bayes-relational opponent modeling system that
predicts both actions and outcomes for human players in the game
of No-Limit Texas Hold’em poker. Both these sources of opponent
information are crucial for simulation and game-tree search algo-
rithms, such as the adaptive tree search method by (Billingset al.

Predicting the Outcome of a Player
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Figure 1: Experiment predicting the outcome, given board and
game history. Thex-axis represents the number of games used for
the training set, and they-axis the averaged log-likelihood scores
on examples in the test set.

Predicting the Action of a Player
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Figure 2: Experiment predicting the action, given outcome, board
and game history. The axis are similar to those in Figure 1.

2006). The Bayes-relational opponent modeling approach starts
from prior expectations about opponent behavior and learns a re-
lational regression tree-function that adapts these priors to specific
opponents. Our experiments show that our model adapts to specific
player strategies relatively quickly.2
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